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A beloved companion to Pat the Bunny, one of the best-selling children's books of all time!Pat the

Puppy has been creating special first-time moments between parents and their children for over 15

years. This classic touch-and-feel book offers babies a playful and engaging experience, all the

while creating cherished memories that will last a lifetime.
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Kunhardt ( Pat the Cat ) expands upon the tradition begun by her mother, Dorothy Kunhardt, creator

of Pat the Bunny . While the look and sound of the 1940 classic certainly served as the model for

this volume's soothing, sparsely worded text and its simple, cheerful artwork, the mores and

technology of the present day make themselves known. When Tom and Sarah visit their

grandparents, it is Grandpa's brownies that fill the kitchen with their aroma (vigorous scratching and

sniffing allow readers an ever-so-faint chocolatey whiff). After their snack, the children sit in a

rocking chair (which moves back and forth via a tab) and watch a videotape of themselves as

infants: a cardboard wheel set into the page rotates, revealing an assortment of baby pictures. The

book's final spread features less new-fangled technology: when the children return home, their

puppy signals his joy with his waggable tail. Sure to engage its audience's senses, this volume is as

sweet-natured as its predecessors. Ages 18 mos.-3 yrs. Copyright 1993 Reed Business



Information, Inc.

An adorable interactive tale from the pat the bunny collection.

This book is what other reviewers have said-it's small and it's not really suitable for young kids. My

one year old ripped this book apart in five minutes (yes I was sitting with her reading it). The pop

up's are fun-but not really great for young kids who pull too hard, etc. We'll stick with pat the bunny.

I didn't read the dimensions of this book when buying it thinking it would be the same size as thr Pat

the Bunny book my son loves so much. But this one is more like pocket-size. Apart from the page

where you can pat the furry puppy, nothing else is the same as bunny. There's a few pop ups such

as a jumping frog and a dog's tail wagging, but those lasted only 3 times before my toddler quickly

tore them out of the book. His favorite page apart from the furry puppy is taking off granny's Velcro

shoes, supposedly after she's gone for a jog. What granny jogs? After buying this i realized i should

have never messed with the original Pat the Bunny. Save your money.

One of our favorites! My two year old loves this book!!! He is not one to sit still through an entire

book, but this one is fun, engaging and interactive and holds his attention. They can make the frog

hop, undo grandmas shoes and more! Great book for helping develop a love for reading!

This book is worth skipping. It doesn't have the flow or cadence of other children's books, and is just

a bit forced and not great.

Definitely not as interactive as the first book for babies... in fact my 13 month old has already torn

things from three pages. I liked that the other book was easier for him to do and didn't have parts

that easily tore.

This is a Cute book for puppy lovers and has great sensory pages. It's not one that is indestructible,

so share with care.

Charming book , but not as clever as the original "Pat the Bunny".

Veru disappointed in quality of book. It is very thin cardboard not the thick board books used to be



made out of. There is no way a child could be expected to handle thus book without ripping it
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